
Spectre.ai DALP to participate in Caviar.io's
portfolio growth
GRAND CAYMAN, CAYMAN ISLANDS,
January 12, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ --
The world’s first broker-less financial
trading platform, Spectre.ai has formed a
strategic alliance with Caviar. The team
behind Caviar is pioneering a unique
approach to create a dual-purpose token
and crowdfunding platform built on the
Ethereum blockchain. Caviar’s token
offers access to income producing real
estate debt and fast growing
cryptocurrencies, with built-in downside
protection and automatic diversification.
Caviar’s token generating event will run
until January 31, 2018 with the goal of raising $25 million in total.  Spectre.ai's DALP (decentralised
autonomous liquidity pool) will be playing a Passive Participation role in in the Caviar.io loan-book and
crypto portfolio and CEO of Spectre.ai, Kay Khemani, will be becoming an advisor to Caviar.io.

Spectre is always on the
lookout for low-risk, passive
operating and non-operating
income generating
opportunities for it's SXDT
token holders through its
DALP.”

CEO Kay Khemani,
Spectre.ai

This alliance brings together two teams who bring their off-
the-blockchain deep industry experience and knowledge into
offerings in the world of cryptocurrency.  Caviar’s team, who
successfully managed a multi-million-dollar real estate debt
fund since 2013, was one of the earliest crypto projects to
offer a dual token with a real estate component. Applying
Caviar leaders’ decades of entrepreneurial innovation in
technology, the project also leverages a proprietary Intelligent
Predictive Model (IPM) for crypto-assets and cryptocurrency
price forecasting — both long and short term — which
enhances predictability as well as asset allocation. 

CEO of Spectre.ai and advisor to Caviar.io, Kay Khemani,

commented "Spectre is always on the lookout for low-risk, passive operating and non-operating
income generating opportunities for it's SXDT token holders through its DALP. The DALP will be
participating in Caviar.io's growth story in return for advisory and liquidity provision."
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